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I. INTRODUCTION 
Background of Study 
Purpose 
The goa,l of EIS systems, federal, stnte nnd county, is to provide decision makers 
with those kinds10f environmelltal information that would lead to improvement of their decision making. Information on the consequences of an action that will have a 
significant impact on the environment is compilcd and analyzed according to regulations 
promulgated by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) for the Federal system, by 
the Environmental Quality Commissioil (EQC) for the Hawaii SLlte system, and by County 
Councils for the county systems. The collected informa tion is pllckaged in a document 
commonly referred to as an Environmental Impact Statement, or simply EIS. Thus the EIS 
is basically an information document. The collected information is taken into account by 
the governmental agency or official with decision making power. The decision to 
undertake, approve, modify or reject the proposed action is made partially on the basis of 
the information in the EIS. 
A particular EIS relates to a particular proposed action. However, much of the 
information in the EIS may be pertinent to sites in the vicinity of or si milar to the site of 
the proposed action or to actions of the same or similar types elsewhere. Thus it is 
possible to reuse information in one.EIS in the preparation of another. 
The State EIS Law, Chapter 343 Hawaii Revised Statutes, (HRS) encourages the 
reuse of EIS information. Section 343-4(c) states: 
Whenever an agency proposes to implement an action or receives a 
request for approval, the agency may consider and, where applica-
ble and appropriate, incqrporate by reference in whole or in part 
previolls determinations of whether a statement is required and 
previously accepted statements. 
The EQC regulations governing the State EIS system include a section on the reuse 
of EIS information. Section 1:320. states: 
Previous determinations and previously accepted EIS's may be 
incorporated by applicants and agencies whenever the information 
contained therein is pertinent to the decision at hand and has 
logical relevancy and bearing to~the action being considered. 
Although much of the information in EIS's prepared in the past might thus be of 
value to the preparers and reviewers of EIS's in the future, and the preparers and 
reviewers are encouraged to make use of the already collected information, the access to 
the contents of previous EIS's has until now been diffi~ult. A person may recall that an 
ElS previously prepared or reviewed is pertinent t6 a current preparation or review 
responsibility. Otherwise he or she would have to check with the EQC or the State Office 
of Environmental Quality Control (OEQC), and what guidance he or she could get from the 
staffs of those agencies would also be based on personal recall. Effectively, then, much of 
the information collected in EIS's that would have future value has been inaccessible. 
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The intent of the study here rrportro WIlS to oesil~ll n syst ern for' facilitating the 
retrieval, from EIS's on actions affecting the Hawniian archipelago, of information that 
would be useful for purposes other than approval decisions on the respective projects. 
Improvement of tl1e EIS system through facilitation of information retrieval from 
EIS documents has been of interest to the Univer'sity of IIawaii Environmental Center, 
which reviews many EIS's in the Federal, State, and County systems. It is also a matter of 
concern to the State Office of Environmental Quality Control and to the Hawaii Coastal 
Zone Management program for rea .. 'wns indicated below. 
Environmental Center concerns 
The advantages of in-house pr'eparation of both assessments and some EIS's was 
consistently recommended by representatives of State agencies consulted in the 
preparation of the Envir02mental Center's repOl't on the Hawaii State Environmental 
Impact Statement System. The Center considered that significant monetary and time 
savings would result in the EIS system if full reuse of EIS information were made by 
agencies. By facilitating access to information contained in previously prepared EIS 
documents, the Center felt that there would be a reduction in duplication of data 
collection efforts, a reduction of preparation costs, and a stimulus to the undertaking by 
agencies of in-house environmental assessment and EIS preparation, 
Another advantage of increased access to previously prepared EIS documents pointed 
out would be improvement in the review of EIS's for actions currently being considered. 
Independent review by both agencies and private interests could substantially be enhanced 
if the EIS on an action under consideration could be compared wi th previously prepared 
EIS's dealing with actions in the same vicinity or of a similar type. 
Increased access to previously written EIS's, it was believed, would contribute 
greatly to consistency of EIS documents and would improve the overall EIS process by 
cutting out costly duplication and enAancing the capacity of reviewerers. 
OEQC concerns 
. State law created the Office of Environmental Quality Control to "coordinat3 
efforts to determine and maintain the optimum quality of the environment of the state. 
The Dircctor of OEQC is mandated by Section 341-4 IIRS, in summary, to coordinate all 
State agencies in ecological and environmental matters; develop a system for monitoring 
ecological, environmental, and social ~onditions, changes, and effects; coordinate or 
conduct research on matters concerning enviI'onmental quality; encow'age public accep-
tance of proposed legislative and administrative acti0'45 on ecology and environmental 
quality control; and initiate public educational programs. 
In the light of the responsibilities placed on its Director by, the above mandate, the 
OEQC has had a natural concern with the optimal llse of the State EIS system, even 
though the operation of that system is thc direct responsibility of the EQC. The OEQC 
must also be concerned with the operation of other EIS systems in Hawaii. 
.. 
eZM concerns 
The Coastal Zone Management (CZM) program of the State has among its objectives 
some thut an improvement of the EIS system would meet. These include: 
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a. Protect valuable coastal ecosystems from disruption and minimize adverse 
impacts on all coastal ecosystems. 
b. Improve the development review process, communication, and public participa-
tion in the management of coastal resources and hazards. 
eZM policies that an improvcd ElS system would address include: 
a. Improve the technical basis for natural resource management; 
b. Effectively utilize and implement existing law to the maximum extent possible 
in managing present and future coastal zone devclopment; 
e. Communicate the potential short and long-term impllcts of proposed signifi-
cant coastal developments carly in their life-cycle and in terms understandable 
to the general publie to facilitate public participation in the planning and 
review process. 
The improvement of the EIS system is also in line with IIllwuii eZM pr'oKru/O 
activities stated in a recent EIS on the program: 
The Hawaii CZM Program will support efforts to improve the 
Environmental Impact Statement (ElS) regulations and review 
procedures in order to insure that liN ega ti vc Dcclara tions" are not 
used to avoid necessary review and cowment on projects that may 
have significant environmental effects. 
Study proposal 
In the light of the concerns indicated abovc, the Environmental Center, at the 
request of and with the assistance of the Office of Environmental Quality Control, 
prepared a proposal for CZM progrflm support of a project to determine the utility of an 
indexed bibliographic data system based EIS contents, to design a system that could be 
applied to EIS's related to Hawaii and would meet the needs of users, and to use the 
decision in the preparation of the actual Data Base. The proposal was submitted by the 
OEQC to the State Department of Planning and Economic Develop,ment (OPED) which is 
the lead agency for the Hawaii CZM program. 
The proposal was accepted by the Federal Office of Coastal Zone Management in 
October 1978. Actual work on the EIS Bibliographic Data Base Project began in December 
1978. . 
Scope of Report 
The methodology employed in designing the EIS Bibliographic Data Base, and the 
work of actual data base preparation are discussed in rart II of this report. 
Because the utility of the initial Data Base will decrease in the future as additional 
EIS's are prepared, means for updating the Data Base so as to maintain its utility are 
presented and evaluated in Part III, together with suggestions for its extension to cover 
additional types of documents. 
The EIS Bibliographic Data Base itself, is being published separately. 
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n. DESIGN AND PltEPARATION OF 
EIS 13Il3LIOGRAPlIlC DATA BASE 
Introduction 
When this project was undertaken, fI lllrge number of EIS's had already been prepared 
in accordance with Federal, State, nnd County requirements. Th£se, of course constitute 
the major part of an EIS data base. Early in tile project it Nas recognized by the team 
that was organized for the work that the bibliographic component th9.t was necessary to 
facilitate use of the information in the ElS's would hnvc to include individual abstracts of 
the EIS documents, indexes facilitating information retrieval, a.!ld instructions to users. 
However, several qucstions as to the scope of the bibliographic datil base, and the method 
of handling the information in it had to be approved. These related to! 
1. Coverage of the data base 
a. Geographic 
b. Types of documents 
2. Scope of abstracts 
a. Information to be included 
b. Extent of detail 
3. Nature of indexes 
a. Bases for indexing 
b. Extent of standardization of indexed categories 
c. Standard categories 
4. Method of information hnndling 
(Choices among various mallual and computer methods.) 
To answer these questions,'it had been proposed that practices in other states be 
surveyed, and that potential users of an EIS bibliographic data base in Hawaii be surveyed 
to determine their needs and the form of the datn base that would best sati.sfy their nceds. 
To provide the potential users with some guidance as to the possibilities as to the 
scope and form of the bibliographic datapase, a sample draft abstract, tentative lists of 
index categories, and a plan for the bibliographic data base were prepared by the project 
team. These were submitted to a sample of potential users whose cooperation in the stUdy 
was solicited. The final decisions on coverage; abstract scope, and index categories were 
based on analysis of the results of the user survey taking into account practicabili ty. All 
decisions were submitted to the OEQC through project reports or otherwise for approval 
prior to implementation. 
As decisions were reached as to form and coverage, the actunl preparation of the 
EIS Bibliogra.phic Data Base began. 
.. 
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Project Team 
The project team initially assembled nt the Environmental Center was comprised of 
the Center Director, who served as principal investigator, a project managcr, a project 
research associa te, the Associate Spccialist of the Center, an EIS analyst from the OEQC. 
After decisions had been reached as to the coverage and form of the Data Base, three 
student abstractors and a student clcrk-typist were cmployed. 
Initial decisions 
Geographic covcrage 
Two sorts of decisions hnd to be made as to the coverage of the data base -
decisions as to geographic coverage and as to the types of documents to be covered. The 
project leaders decided, with OEQC approval, that the data base should include documents 
that discuss environmental impacts of actions that occur within, or have a direct effect on 
the Hawaiian Archipelago. 
EIS1s on actions proposed outside of Hawaii would in general not be included, because 
such actions would not usually have significant effect "in the Hawaiian ArChipelago. 
However, a Federal EIS on the Amchitchn Island nuclear island test was included in the 
coverage because this EIS covered possible effects in the Hawaiian ArChipelago. 
Document coverage 
In the Federal, State, and County EIS systems it is required: 
L that EIS's as originally submitted (Draft £IS's in the Federal System) be made 
available for review by agencies other than those preparing them or having 
approval over the actions 'to which this pertains; and 
2. that when finally submitted, the EIS!s be responsive to all substantial 
com ments from reviewers. The review and response progress is essential to 
ensure that the environmental impact analysis in the ElS's is adequate and 
valid. The State and County systems, in ~ddition, prescribe for'mal acceptance 
procedures fol' the final EIS1s. 
It was clear feom· the outset that the EIS Bibliographic Datn Base should include all 
final, accepted ElS's discussing environmental impacts within the chosen geographic area. 
Decisions had to be made, however, as to the inclusion of some other types of documents 
in the EIS systems or similar to EIS's. The decision as to document-type coverage was 
based on the criteria of findli ty of the documents and the probable validity of the 
information included in them. Documents submitted to the Depnrtment of Health in 
support of applications fOl' zones of mixing (ZOM's), under the provisions of Public Health 
Regulations Chapter 37 A, are considered to be ElS's by the DOH, are reviewed like other 
EIS's. Hence they are included in the data base. 
We originally suggested that environmental assessmcnts concluding that impacts will 
be insi<:rnificant, or "Negative Declarations", might be covered in the data base. These statem~nts are final, to the extcnt that no further assessment of the impacts of the 
projects to which they relate is required in the EIS systems. However, negative 
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declara tions are rarely subjected to anything like the in tensi ty of review of EIS's. Hence 
the priority of including them in the data base was clearly much lower than that 
respecting the acccpted ErS's, and the project conccntrateo on iocntifying, abstracting, 
and indexing the contents of the accepted EIS's. Recom rnendations as to the possible 
future extension of the data base to includc nCfjntive declarations nre included in Part m 
of this report. . 
Environmental assessments in concluding that impacts will be significant, or 
"Preparation Notices"t are ordinarily be followed by EIS's much more complete than the 
original assessments. Hence, there seemed no reason to include such documents in the 
data base. 
Although there are several Hawaiian EIS's that hnve been formally submitted and 
reviewed but not yct formally accepted, these do not yet include review comments or 
responses to them. Hence, such assurance as to validity as is provided in the review 
process does not apply to these documents, and it was decided that they should not be 
included in the data base. 
Draft sample bibliography 
To provide potential users of the final data base with something concrete that they 
could review and on which they could make suggestions or improvement, a draft sample 
bibliogruphy was prepared by the project team on the basis of the study of 12 randomly 
selected EIS's. This document includcd a set of instructions to users the abstracts of the 
12 EIS's, a set of key words applying to types of actions, and 2 sets of about 25 key words 
each applying respectively to the setting of proposed actions and to their anticipated 
impacts. 
Each of the abstracts contained such bibliographic information as an accession 
number and the titlc and preparer ~of the EIS, the location of the action to which it 
applied, a brief descrirtion of the action, and indication of the contents of the EIS in 
terms of the key wOl'ds applying respectively to the section of the action and its impacts. 
Each of the sets of key wot'ds li3t and indications of the contents of the EIS in terms of 
the key words applying to setti:1J and impacts and page citations to the discussing of the 
topics indicated by the key words. . 
The index section included four indexes and other material including page citations 
to discussions of mitiffative measures and alternatives and citations to references cited in 
the EIS. 
Surveys 
Survey of other states 
To help assess the feasibility and utility of creating n bibliographic data base for 
Hawaii's EIS1s, other states with EIS laws were surveyed to determine to what extent they 
hud devised information retrieval systems for their EIS's. 
Letters were sent in December 1978 to 21 states, 1 territory, and the Federal 
government inqtiirinJ if any had developed an information retl'ieval system. The survey 
included the Territory of Puerto Rico and the Federal Environmental Protection Agency 
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(EPA) for the Federal system. We asked ench stute whether they had a data base for 
information contained in their EIS documents. The list of States, Territories and the 
Federal system was obtained from a directory compilcd by the Environment Reporter and 
was current as of November 1978. 
The results of the survey of other states, shown in TobIe 1, revealed that most stutes 
have not implemented any information retrieval system for E1S. Of the agencies surveyed 
only two states, New York and Washington had fuUy working systems and two others, 
Virginia and Maryland, were implementing systems. None of these systems included 
abstracts of EIS's, a key feature of the system desig:1ed in this project. However, the 
breakdowns of the type of actions for the New York and WaShington systems were used to 
help formulate the type of action cate;rories for the proposed system for Hawaii. 
User Survey 
In order for any information retrieval system to be fully utilized it is good pr!lctice 
to survey the potential users to determine their information needs. As part of the 
methodolo6"Y for constructing the EIS Da tn Base, the project team surveyed personnel 
from 47 federal, State, and local agcneies, environmental groups, Hnd private consultants, 
that deal extensively with £IS's on Hawaii or data bases in general. The interviews took 
place from the end of March 1979 to the beginning of May 1979. A list of the people 
consulted is shown in Table 2. 
The method used in the survey was similar to the method Ifhat had been used by the 
Environmental Center in its report on the State EIS system. The OEQC contacted 
Federal, St:.lte and County agencies and requestcd their coo[)cration on the project. The 
filial draft data base document was sent by the EC to ag'cneies that had been contacted 
by OEQC. Envil'onmental groups and private consultunt firms who had taken part in the 
ECls study on the State EIS System were also contactco and their advice was requested. A 
notice was placed in the March 28, 1979, EQC Bulletin inviting other interested parties to 
take part in the review of the draft ~eport. 
Those responding to the request to act as reviewers were sent a follow-up letter 
requesting their comments on fOUl' areas: 
1. Comprehension of format. 
2. Information deletions or additions . 
. , 
3. Suggestion for improving format· 
4. Utilization of the data base. 
The follow-up letters to reviewers were of three types: 1) letters to Federal, State, 
and the City and County of Honolulu agencies; 2) letters to counties other than the City 
and County of Ilonolul11i and 3) environmental grOU[)S and pI'ivate consultants that had 
been actively involved in the EIS systcm and interested in the data basco 
All of the letters l'equested thnt substantial or complex cornments be submitted in 
writing, but interviews with designated representatives were rcq1lcsted except in the cnse 
of the agencies of counties OthCI' thlln the Ci ty nnd County of lIonolulu. The interview 
process wns preferred because interviews would afford opportunities to follow up 
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Table 1. 
~ RESULTS OF 
SURVEY OF STATES WInl EIS SYSTEM 
Arizona - Wildlife Planning and 
Development (\iv~sion 
Firs t Ga~'e CO".11 iss I on 
Connecticut· Department of En\liron:~ent(ll. 
Protection 
Georgia - Department of Transportation 
Office of Planning and Budget 
Indiana -
"Maryland -
Environmental Management Board 
Department of Natural Resources 
Departrr~nt of State Planning 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
~assachusetts - Executive Office of Environmental Yes 
Affa I rs 
~l1chigan - Environ~ent31 Review Board 
~1innesota - [nvifQl'llll('lltal Qual ity Commission 
Mississippi - Mississippi Resource Council 
~t.on tana - Env i ronrr:en ta I Qua Ii ty Counc 11 
Nebraska - Office of Planning and 
Progrilrrr.ling 
Nevada -
New Jers~y -
flew York -
Environll1l'n\" 1 Protect ion 
Services 
Departme~t of Environmental 
Protect ion 
Depanment of [nv! "ofillll!nt<ll 
Conservation 
North Carolina - Department of Natural and 
Economic Resoul'ces 
Puerto Rico Envi ronrr.enta I Qual Hy Board 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Y'I~ 
No 
Yes 
South Dakota - Department of Environmental No 
Texa s -
Utah • 
Vtrginia -
WaShington -
Wisconsin. 
Pro tec ti on . 
Office of the Governor 
Assistant Attorney General 
Council on the Environment 
OepJrtmcnt of Ecology 
Office of State Planning and 
Energy 
U,S. [nviron",C'ntal Protection 
A<)enLY 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Y~s 
1/03/79 
1/05/79 
1/09/79 
2/0')/79 
2/16/79 
1/18/79 
<j/21/79 
7/05/79 
1/17/79 
1/09/79 
1/08/19 
1111 II') 
7/2i/79 
1/05/79 
8/15/79 
1/11/79 
1/03/79 I 
1/17/79 
1/16/79 
Data Base 
No 
No 
No 
No" 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
NO 
NO 
NO 
[n progress 
Yes 
~o 
No 
"The MJrylJnd Oep,\I'tn1Cnt of :laturill Re~ourc('s <;tated that thpy t,dve no D.ltJ lJa,e SY'itpm 
but the [lrpJI·tlllcnt of 5tdte Pl,lllniniJ lJter wrote to lain Uldt thr terJlI (IS rf'fer'i 
only to Fcder<ll EIS under r,EI'" and there i~ no Systf.!i (h,1h with Federal ElS',. 
However, tilt.:' StJte P1Jnning Dcpart;l;ent does "d'D a computerized fill.' of StJtC' (m'dct re Orts, 
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Table 2, 
tl~ nl"ll"<J'~i"l1c (I~t~ 84'," r,O)'" t 
"'.!'"( 11'\ "nd r'n:~"'I<'t l(HI~ I,,!r.rv l , ",'0 Owrln'! I'"rch ·I~y 1";19 
IIr I t (pn ("""",nts 
-.. .----~--- .. --------_ .. -._--< -- --- - .~ . - --- --- ---.. --.---------
----
- --- _.< ._-----
!!.!!t':.~!l~.!!£.tl!.l : 
U.s. A''f:ly Corp~ of (n<.;in,·cn J.,m,·\ ~~<I' ~'lOl ~',j ,. 2) A 
hd,!"l l'i9 hwlIY\ flllmini.:rHion. ;;(','(' 
of I, .n~I'M td llol\ Lush ~U~IUI'r.oto I'd r 29 X 
So 11 Con~('rv~tl~n Service, :'Jo1';t, r,;( -.-
"~'I(~ lt~rf ~r"ndh (dfH'~hlr? "dr 30 A 
rl~h "'0 In Idl If ... S~rvlcl', ('cPt. of 
tr.¢ lnlfrlor ~~~~urice l~ylcr J'r'" 11 l 
U. S. fln"y. TripIer ~;l ; ~~" ~I n;,:r Ie - . 
l,;.S Co~! t c. ... ~d 'olm L1 ~ 1"311 te. f.,'r ~·O ---
-.~~,- .. ~------
--.l u. S, Air r urt(! ~Ilh~rd Co(, ' t','n , 
i--· 
:11'J ~hirc,,"'d ,",1 f 1 X 
~.tliL~.'li..!!1: 
O(f1(~ or [nvlronn't'ntal Qua 11 ty lIeler~ Tah~mto, 
" IllcthlrO S(lldOf'r, lI~rry 1'.16'11 .!~:--'L X 1 f----
c;.,.;'I. of kcountlnq and Gent'ral Serv 'ct\ T €'*\u) (lt~ '\\r n X 
""·rt. 01 ~f!:'n~e 
--- '-"~dr 2il "~J~I! 10moY"\1I X 
la ... ~11 l'O\)~ln9--':;;' -ily , (\(-pt. of Soci61 - '---,-
!'I!rvlcn ano tlov~in'J "('rl-ert "'!('nf] I 
1:·lrnIJ ~'" ih~"a ,'", 29 X 
. 
Sutf?~ice lr.n\port~ t ior. Plann, ng \.1(fice. 
Cr. t. of Trar.~port.t len fIn ICJfI'l Yam l:.Jr 78 X X 
Do:~L ;i I ttl Ja·:qu~ 11,.. Pdrlle II 1'><1 r ZJ I 
r~~l. of "J .... , ,an I:(),"~ LaM\ Cs-car ASJhln. I\r ) X 
()C p l- 01 lIlanning and Ecol1.):nic VCI'C lop.Tenl. - i 
Coa<..Ul lont ~dl\ac,c,"~nt Sectioll 110d',,~y Fvnaolhl ~pr ~ I 
---------.-- -().>p, . of f'I,MIIl') dnd (conoml( (,(!vrlo~"ll'l\t. 
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Table 2. (continued) 
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immediately on ideas or criticisms prcsented, but financial limitations did not allow the 
conduct of interviews except on Oahu. 
The interviews averaged 1 t hours in length find covered the topics listed above. In 
addition, reviewers were asked to detail their special needs, and make suggestions for 
updating, and distribution. At most interviews, two data-base project members were 
present, moking it possible to keep accurate notes while not interfering with the 
continuity of the interview. 
Results of the user survey 
Most potential users surveyed felt the data base would be useful to their 
organizations. Some agencies and consultants had used the informntion in previously 
pl'epared 7EIS
1s, when prcparing new ElSls. The ElS on Ifonokohlill Harbor is one such 
example. Several agencies and consultants stated the data base would be useful in 
writing environmental assessments or negative declarations on actions that would have 
little or no impacts on the environment. 
Most of the users surveyed, preferred a shorter format than was originally proposed 
in draft form. A summary of the changes suggested by the reviewers and implemented in 
the revised format include: 
1. Deletion of the page citations in the content portion of the abstract in favor of 
indicating topics of major concern and original data. A majority of those 
interviewed, felt that including page numbers to indicate whel'e in the EIS 
certain setting and impacts were discussed, Wll<; not necessary. Those who felt 
page numbers ... ,.ere extraneous explained that it would increase the size of the 
data base. Some felt that listing the page numbers could be misleading. In 
other words the mere fact that a subject was mentioned on a certain page was 
no guarantee that the EIS contained any substantial or helpful information. 
Many of those interview~d felt that an indicil tion of t11e major topics discussed 
and original data presented could be much tnOI'C helpful. Allhough we agreed 
that subjects of major impol'tnnce should be identified we felt that it would be 
too difficult to judge original information f!'Om derivative information. The 
suggestion that origina} data should be identified along w.ith pnge citations was 
not implemented. 
2. Deletion of specific identification of mitigation measures and alternative 
resource commitments and identification of reviewers in the abstracts and the 
deletion of a proposed reference index as index of settinJ by type of action. 
This type of informntion could easily be obtained by using the tnble of contents 
of the desired mSj and most reviewers felt that the information was not 
necessary in the abstract. 
3. Addition of the acceptance date of the ElS. This would give an indication of 
the time span of the action from completi~n of the ms to acceptance. 
4. Revision of the location identification in the abstract to include the island, 
judicial district, the nearest town and where possible the tax map key number 
(TMK). SOllie agencies kept records by TMKls and we felt adding TMK's would 
make the data base more lIseful to these agencies. 
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5. Usc of code identificntions for all Federal, Strtt(~ and County agencies. 
G. Revision of the lists of key words applies to ty[)Cs of a~tion find to 
envit'onmental scttin~, and to impact, and tile provision of dcfini tions for key 
words. 
7. Expansion of the accession numbers from thrcc digits to five digits. This 
would give the system morc room for expansion. 
A number of uscrs surveyed stated they would like to know the stll tus of tile project 
for which the EIS was written, whether implemented, withdrawn, or pemlinG'. A number of 
those interviewed said that this information would bc helpful in comparing the actual to 
the predicted outcomes of the project as stated in thp. EIS or for' looking n.t cumulative 
impacts. Others stated that the abstracts eould be In islcllding if L1sers assumed that all 
projects were implemented because they had a final ElS. Information on project status is 
fragmentary; each agency keeps tract of only the projects under their jurisdiction. The 
data base would provide a central location for this inforJlln.tior1. The project ·team agreed 
and are in the process of compiling lists by project status will be includcd in the data base. 
A few reviewers suggested that data base personnel examine the sites of the project 
to determine if the conditions or predictio;1s stnted in the EIS had been met. Although 
such a follow-up would constitute a useful futurc study, we felt that this was beyond 1I1C 
scope of the data base project and present staff capuhilitie3. 
EIS List 
Once the extent of the coverage was decided upon, [\ list of existinJ EIS's had to be 
compiled. Utilizing various sources we have compiled a complcte list of final/revised 
EIS's fOl' actions affecting the Hawaiian Archipelago. The sources uscd included: 
1. EQCls EIS Register and £'QC Bulletin. 
2. OEQCls card file of E1S actions. 
3. ECls EIS files. 
4. A list of EIS's compiled by the State library system. 8 
5. Bibliog-raphy of Coastal Zone Management documents pl'cpared by H. Mogi. 9 
After a preliminary list was completed, a leltel' was sent to each Federal, State and 
County agency with jUl'isdiclion over the kinds of projects which EIS's related asking them 
to verify the accuracy. of the list and to add tiny EIS's that were not included. 
The final list containing 327 entries of Federal, State and County EIS's, including 
Stale Department of Health ZOM documents, has been verified by each agency requested. 
In uddition, we requested the OEQC to verify the entries on the final list. The ErS list was 
vel'ificd by OEQC. We feel reasonably confident that this list is complete. 
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Overall form 
As any bibliographic dntl1 bose, the EIS Bihlio[~I'Hphic Duta Base consists of two 
componcnts, the data basc component consisting of tile o['iginlll documents containing 
useful information and the bibliographic component ttll'ough which the retrieval of the 
information is facilitated. 
Placement of data base 
Collections of ElS's on file at the Office of Environmental Quali ty Control and the 
Environmental Center at the beginning of the project have been supplemented so th&t at 
each of these offices there is HOW a nearly complete set of the 1::1S's that constitute the 
data base at the time of compilations of the project. 
Forma t of bibliography 
The format of the Bibliogrpahy as finally designed is similar to that used in 
Environmental Abstracts, Pollution Abslracts, and Oceanic Abstraets. It is made up of 
two parts: abstracts, and indexes. 
1) Abstracts. An abstract has been prepared for eaeh EIS. The abstract contains: 
the accession number, title, and dute of tile EIS, the PI'oposing agency/appli-
cant/ preparer, the action to \vhich the EJS relates, accepting authority/ap-
proving agency, the date of EIS acceptance, the EIS system under which the 
EIS was required, the location, the type of Rction, a description of the action, 
and key words indicating topies of the setting nnd impacts for which there is 
substantial discussion in the E1S . 
.. 
2) Indexes. Four indexes have bcen constructed to aid flccess to the ahstracts. 
Three of the indexes are pre-coordinated, that is in each, two sets of terms are 
coordinated in ol'der to find the desired abstl'nct(::;). EISls have been indexed by 
the coordination of j) location and type of action, ii) location and setting, iii) 
impact nnd type of action. The fourth index is an alphabetical list of EIS ti ties 
and their cooresponding accession numbers. 
After an EIS is idcntified as being,useful to prcpnrers or revi'ewcrs through the use 
of the bibliography the user must tum to the data base itsclf to obtain the identified £IS. 
Physical form and plac~ment of bibliogrpahy 
Thrce altcmativcs for the placcmcnt and form of thc bibliography wcre considered 
in thc project: A) a clll'd file kept in a centralized 'location (such as the EC or OEQC) 
cross-referenced by title, pI'cparcr, etc.; B) a book catalog in a looseleaf bindcr with an 
abstract for each £IS and indexes; C) a computer file on tape (or discs) stored at the 
Univel'sity or the State computer facilities, with options for on-line search capabilities. 
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Those surveyed slated that alternative A, tilc curci cntl110g would be Iwrd to 
duplicate for individunlagencies or groups, but Uwt if it wcre maintained only at a central 
loca tion, access to it would be restricted and a s til ff person would ha vc to be hired to 
assist users. 
Alternative C, a computer file wns considered hest by SOJllC of the reviewers, but 
the majority felt the system would nol be used extensively enough to wfil'l'ant on-line 
capabilities. Most users surveyed stated they did not have access to a computel' terminal 
and would not be able to take advunU\l~e of the computer file. 
[\lost of tile users surveyed endorsed tile catalog in book form, alternative B. 
However, we found it most convenient to pl'epare the book catnlog throu[Ih computeriza-
tion of the information, and henee have ns~;c:nbled a computer file as well as the data base 
material in book catalog form. 
The book catalogs resulting from the project Ill'e flOW in press. The initial printing 
will allow distribution to these parties coopel'ating in the uscr surveys who indicated they 
would like to receive a copy, and additional copies llnd interested lleighlJor island county 
agencies. 
An original copy will be submitted to the OEQC: so that Ilddi Lional printings can be 
arranged, as nccessUl'Y to accommodate the needs of oUler potential users. 
The book c1ltalog, contained in a binder will consist of four sections: 
a) Introduction, including uscI' instructions. 
b) Explanation of terms used. 
c) Abstract section containing a one or two page abstraet for each final/revised 
EIS. 
d) Index section, contair)ing the four indexes. 
The Abstracts 
Guidelines fOl' abstract preparation 
Guidelines for pl'epl1ring the abstl'[tcts WCl'e dl'awn to assure consistency throughout 
the abstracting of the EIS's. They were als9 intended to serve as a training manual for the 
pl'esent and future abstractors. 
The Guidelines, which will be issued as a supplement to this l'eport, consist of five 
sections: a) an explanation of tile biblio~~'rllphic information contained in the first part of 
the worksheet; b) a list of abbreviations of Federal, State and County agencies and u 
numerical codc for eacll; c) geographical breakdown of the Hllwlliian Islands by Island, 
Judicl1l districts and Town names; d) a list of the type of actions with tile definition and 
scope of each type and 11 numerical code; e) a list of the content subject de~;criptors with 
the definition and scope of each descriptol'. 
The guidelines wel'e drawn by members of tile project staff with the assistance of 
TIC and OEQC personnel. Suggestions mnde by reviewers dUl'in[~ the users survey were 
incorporated into the guidelines. As project personnel work with the guidelines some 
additional revisions were made. 
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Abstl'ucting 
The most essential pmt of the dnta buse [>rojcct WIlS the nbstrnctinJ of the £IS 
documents. The guidelines provided n stnrtin[~ point for the nbc;tl':tcting. A wOI'ksheet, 
incorporating the principles of the guidelines wns desil~llCd to fucilitate the nbstrnctin6" of 
tile EIS. TIle wor'kslwd, wllicll will IJO IIttncllcd to tile Cuidcline:" sets out the 
bibliographic infol'mation that would be used in the data hose. There is 0. section for a 
brief description of the [IS. The deseri[)tion includ(~s the scope of tllO nction, the pilnsin6, 
and the cost where possible. Tile worksheet lists the content slllJscl'iptors for the settin;; 
and i mpncts of tile aeljo'). Opposi to cncll of tile subjc:d dcscl'iptors there is n box to be 
checked if the discussion of the subject in the ElS is substantial; .'ll1other box to be 
checked if the discussion indicates original data; and [l space in wldch to record pnge 
citations if the descriptor is mentioned whether they m'e the s~lbjcct of substantial 
discussion 0[' not. The space for pnge numbers 11l1s been l'etained and utilizecl at the requst 
of OEQC for further studies, but the [>nge numbers will not appeal' in tile printing of the 
data base. 
Abstracting- the EIS's began in June 1979. Technical aicls wer'e hired to clo the 
abstracting. In all six different people absti'acted EIS documents. Each person, with the 
exception of the project managet', WRS trained by the projects research Hssocia teo The 
training lastecl approximntely two weeks. It consisted of an ol'ientation session by the 
project manllg-er ancl the rcsearch associa tc, outlining each part of the guidelines for 
abstrncting', clefinitions and scope of ench content clcscriptor' Hne! type of action 
descriptor. The technical aids were given some ElS's to work on and wer'e corrected lind 
assisted by the rese31'ch associnte until the technical aids were in agreement as to 
definitions and format of the abstraetinJ worksheet. In I1ddition the wOI'k of the technical 
a.ids was monitored by the project mllnager and research associate to assure accuracy and 
consistency. 
The accession numbcrs, EIS titles, I1ction locations, action types, Ilnd key words 
relating to setting and impacts that in val'ious combinations arc the basis for' the indexes 
are indicated in the abstracts. ' 
The Indexes 
As the abstrncts were completed they were turned over to staff personnel from the 
Social Science Heseat'ch Institute (SSm) on loan to the EC fOl' this project. The SSllI 
personnel cntered the nbs tracts in a computer' file flne! produced the inrlexes from them by 
use of computer. A completed copy or thc cia ta bnse wus made by tile ssm staff froIn 
which the final version of the Dibliogl'puhy-is bcing printed nnd bOllnd . 
.. 
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PAWl' Ill. FUTUIU~ UPDATING AND ENJ.i\H.(jJ·:~1ENT OF 
TilE E1S 11lIlLIOClti\PllY 
Introduction 
Five possibilities for the updating of the EIS bibliogl'nphy were outlined in the third 
quorter progTcss report of the Data Busc Study. The fCflsibility of implemented each of 
those five recommendations and a sixth will be discussed in detail in t;)is part of the 
report. 
Suggestions will also be made for additional studies I'clated to that just completcd. 
Updating methods and responsibilities 
For continuing viability, any bibliogl'Hphie data base needs to be kept up to date. If 
a data base is just a lIone shot" affair, it will have very limited usc. The qucstion most 
often asked by potential users of the ElS data base whom we surveyed was "how will the 
data base be u[>dated?1I The accumulation of ncw ElS's will, of course, proceed 
automatically. It is the update of the bibliography thut is of conCCI'fl. 
Updating the bibliogl'l.!phy the will involve three procedures: 
1) Preparing obsU'octs fol' newly submitted fillnI/revi:sed EIS's in the form 
desi(;ned developed in this pl'oject. The abstracts would have to be printed and 
sent to those who have copies of tile original data base. 
2) Updating the indexes as new abstracts arc added to the system; 
3) Compiling, reproducing, and distributinG the biblioJraphies containing the 
absabstracts and the updated indexes to users. 
The abstracts can be prepared as the new revised/finnl EIS's are submitted. Revision 
of the indexes and distribution of the revised indexes can be done in accordance with any 
schedule, but should be done at least once a year. The indexes c[~n be revised manllally 
but the revision will be accomplished most conveniently through the use of a computer 
program created in this project. 
The data base project staff in consultation with OEQC dcv.eloped six alter:1ative 
recommendations for updating the bibliogruphy. Thc major [Jssumption in aU six is that 
any scheme for updating should fit within the existing frumewol'l< of the ElS process in 
order that it docs not bccome a financial burden to the State. 
The advantages and disndvantages of each of the six schemes aec discussed below. 
1. Update hy the EC aS~~l't of its regulH!, program 
Advantages: 
Since the Environmental Center was created in 1970, it has been involved in the EIS 
process) it has l'eviewed EIS's produced under the Federal EIS system (NEPA), State EIS's 
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prcpnred under the Governor's Executive Order of 1971 and the present state EIS system 
(Chapter 343 HRS), and City and County of Honolulu EIS'::; prepared under the City's SMA 
ordinance (Ordinance 4529). The Center reviews and provides comments on approximately 
two-thirds of the EIS's it receives. 
Environmental Center personnel cOllld Ilbstraet EIS's for the dl1tn base while 
reviewing the draft EIS documents. As necessary, changes could be made to the abstracts 
when the final/revised EIS's are received. The Center could update the indexes to the 
datil base during' periods when the workload permits, usi!li{ the U.II. Computer. If it is II 
part of the Center prog['am, the updating would be accomplished by the creators of the 
bibliogTaphy. 
Disadvantages: 
There are, however, some problems wi th having the EC undertaking the updating 
responsibility, at least as a part of its regular program. Fi['st there would be the problem 
of abstracting the EIS's that the Center does not now ordinarily review. This is 
approximately one-third of the total number' of EIS's ['cccivcd in anyone year. Under its 
present budget, the EC would not be able to hire the Ilddi tional personnel that would be 
required to abstract the addi tionnl third of thc ElS's received. 
The second problem would be access to computer time. Th~ Center does not receive 
uny allocation of computer time and would require outside [undint; to pay for computer 
time. 
The lil<elihood of the Center rcceiving Eldditional funds from the University to hire 
additional personnel and pay fOl' computer time is not good. The Ccntel"s involvement in 
the updl1 ting thus will depend upon financial SUppOl't fOt' the project ft'Oll1 agencies, sllch as 
OEQC or DPED, 
2. Update by OEQC as purt of its regular.J2E..QgTRm 
Advan tages: 
The OEQC reviews EIS's on nIl state actions and Fedel'ul actions thnt have impacts 
in IIawaii nnd advises the GOVCl'I10l' as to their ncceptability. The 0 EQC is rnanunted by 
legislation to Hoffcr ndvice af\~l Hssistancc to private industry, governmental agencies, or 
other persons upon rcquesf'. The EIS datu bllse could help it lncc:t this recl'lircment. 
The OEQC is frcquently ns!<ed to p,'ovidc nBsistnncc in prr!pm'in[; ErSts. qucslio;lS as to the 
uvailability of pl'cviollSly pt'cpared EIS's tll'C most often dir'ected to OEQC. The office 
would benefit g['catly be keeping the dl1tn LJnsc cIlI'rent. OEQC's staff nre fnmili:lr with 
the information in the EIS document through theil' r!}view activitics. They have 
partici[)utcd in the design of the lJibliot..;raplly thcl'c[ore th(~y are familiar wHh proeedurcs 
of the d3ta base anu would !lot require much it1;~tructjon on how the system works. 
Disadvantages: 
There fire several disadvantugcs in having OEQC be responsible for updating the 
bibliogt'Uphy. The OEQC is not mnndated to review EIS's on county actions. In f)ractice 
its 5L1ff have reviewed and com mented on county EIS'::; but cl)ntinuance of this practice in 
the future is not assured, If it wc['e discontinued, the OEQC staff would have to abstl'act 
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some ElS's they did not review, A1tI1OUl~h the OEQC tlllS adequate stllff fol' its present 
level of review llctivitie3, l1il'inJ of IHhlitiolWI personllt:] Illi[;llt bc Ilcec:;s/JI'y, if it were to 
hove the additional task of keeping the data base updated, and given present fiscal and 
legislative restraints, this might not bc possible. Aec.-'.ss to the State computer system 
would have to be provided fOl' the l'cvisioll of the indexes, unless the revisions were made 
manually. 
3. Update by the EQC in connection with thcJ2!!l)1ic:ati'21 of the EC]C Rulletin 
Advantages: 
The EQC is mandated by bw to uclministel' the State EIS Systc;n.11 All State EIS's 
must be submitted to EQC. Th0 EQC could abstr'uC't the EJS's as they arc initially 
submitted Hnd could print the nbstrHct:=; in the EQC Uulletin. This would solve the problem 
of abstl'l:lct distribution. Placing the responsibility for updating the data base in the EQC 
would keep the data base in the> agency resronsiblc for' U1e State ElS System. This would 
assure that each new EIS would be incorporated into the data base. 
Disadvantages: 
The EQC has a smaller staff than OE(~C and I1wy fnce the same manpower 
constraints as OEQC. E(~C staff would have the additional tnsl-: of revising the indexes, 
which would require additional mnnpo"\vcr. As the OEQC, the EQC would have to have 
access to the state computel' system for index revision unless tll'.] indexes were revised 
manually. 
4. PI'epal'ation of abstracts by £IS prcpl1rcl's 
Advantages: 
Section 343-5 HRS gives the EQC the power to "make, amend, ancll'epeal rules and 
regula liOllS to implement the provisions of this chapter". The EQC could require preparers 
of EIS's under the state system to prepare the abstracts of the EIS's. The abstract.'> would 
have to be submitted with the final/revised EIS for Rcceptance. This alternative would 
place the abstracting of an ElS close to the SOUl'CO that is gatllering tile information for 
the EIS. EQC would review the abstract for completeness and then publish it in the EQC 
Bulletin. This would leave only the revisions of the indexes for EQC to prepare. This 
could be done internally, or it might be cohtl'ac\.ed to a consultant. 
Disadvantages: 
EQC cannot require Fedeml agencies to comply with State regulations except in the 
case of joint Federal-State projects. CEQ regulations. mandate that in the cnse o[2joint 
Federal-State ElS's, the Federal Agency must comply with fI[)[)licable State laws. The 
EQC would have to revise the indexes, which would el'cate additional work for their staff. 
If the E(.tC decided to contl'act to have the indexes l'(!vised, it would require additional 
funds which may not be available. Workshop sessions detailing' how to abstract £IS's, 
would have to be held for the preparer. Given EQC's prescnt staffing level, this might 
prove difficult. 
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5. Updating by an "infot'll1ntion hroker!! 
Advantages: 
The updating of the bibliogl'uphy could be turned over to inforrnation brokers sueh as 
the Hawaii Coastal Zone Data Bank (HCZDB), DPED Library, Sea Grnnt Marine Advisory 
Program Library, 01' the Hawaiian Collection of the State or University Libraries, for the 
purpose of updating. These inforrnation brokers hnve experience in cOlnpilillg abstl'acts 
and indexes and would not need much ti'tlinilli~' These Ilgencies lll'C set up to hanrlle 
infol'l11tltion stornge and I'ell'ievnl Ilnd wOllld be involved in tht! lISC of lIlucl] of the data 
base anyway. This alter:1ative would place thc system closet' to potential USCl'::'; other than 
agencies anD consultants. 
Disadvan t~1 ges: 
The information brokers do not havc direct ['csponsibility for the EIS system and 
would require addi tional funds to cm'l'y out the task of updating the dFlta basco 
6. ~dlltinf, by n commercial firm 
Advantages: 
Specifications could be drawn up for thc updatin~;-, and tl comrnerci,d firm could bc 
engaged to provide the updating according to contract specificlJ tiol). Firms such as 
Library Information Service (Hawaii) or Documentation Associntes (Los /\ngelcs) would be 
qualified to do the upclatin~. 
Disadvantages: 
Funds would have to be apprcpriated to pay a commercial fir-m for the updating. 
Tile data base system would be I'cmoved from the agcncies most !'esponsible for and Illost 
intcl'csted in the ElS system. 
Choice among alternatives 
On tile basis of the above discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the six 
alternatives prescnted, we suggest that. alternativc 4 be given the highcst pr'iority. As 
pointed out, a requirement that EIS preparers prepare the abstracts places the 
rcsponsibili ty for preparing the abstracts at thc point whcl'c the information is being 
[;athel'cd. This would take the burden of preparing the abst{'acts away from EQC. The 
EQC could then print the abstl'llcts in the EQC Bulletin for distribution. The EQC cannot 
requil'e that federal agencies prepare abstracts of their EIS's. However, a requcst from 
thc Govemor's Office for compliance from Federnl agencies might bc pel'suasive. In the 
event that some or all Federal agencies do not cooper'atc thc EQC could ask for the 
assistanec of othel' state uC'cncies to help them complcte tile abstl'itctin!~. For example, 
the Environmcntal Ccntet', OEQC, or both could be asked to abstract HIS's flot covered by 
EQC reguln tions to the extent that they revicw them. Thi!:> would entail only a small 
amount of addi tio!lnl work by thcir staffs, and it would leavc only a very small number of 
EIS's for which abstnlCts would have to be prepared by the EQC staff or by others under 
contract to the EQC, 
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It is important to note thnt, in the user survey, most representatives of Federal, 
State, County agencies and private consulttmts felt that abstl'acting EIS's prior to 
submission would not add much work to tile prepnrntion of the EIS's. 
Upduting the indexes would prove to be a bigger problem, The EQC's staff would 
ei ther have to handle tlw updates internally or contract to hElve thcm done, The computer 
program for compiling the indexes has already been designed. EQC could rcquest access 
to the St:ltc computc!' to do the I'cvisil1i~ of the indexf:s. EqC miglit cotlsider doing manual 
updates, though this would take a lal'g'e number of mall-hoUl's to accomplish. 
EQC might eont!'Llct this task to n com mCl'citll firm. Sincc the index IIpdate would 
only have to be done once a yCDI' and new EIS's nverHgc ftppro:<irnatcly 40-50 a yem', the 
cost of the contrnct would not be gl'ent. 
We suggest that if alternative 4 is not acceptable, alternative 6 be considered. 
Alternative G would be by fur the most costly. This alternative would also remove the 
system completely out of the hands of those who would benefit the 1I10St. However this 
altemutive has the advantage of not requiring the adrli tion of personnel to any state 
funded agencies. [t would also not acid additional duties to Rny State agencies as the other 
alternatives would do. 
Alterilative 5 would lenv\.: the updatinJ to agencies that will not benefit directly by 
the data base system and there lIllly be problems convincing these information brokers to 
undel'take this tusk. Addi tiona! funds would have to be aDpropria ted to these agencies so 
they could hire stc\f[ to Derfol'ln this function. IInving agencies not involved in the £IS 
system perform the update might lessen the committment to maintain the c1uta base. This 
alternative is rated thi>'d by the project staff. 
Altemativ;Js 1, 2, and 3 would require an existing Rgency to update the data base 
which would put demands on staff time of those agcneic:->. The ugencies cited in 
altcr:1<ltivcs I, 2) and 3 nre already wOl'king to capacity and could not afford the additional 
\ 
tasks. 
The difference between alternative 3 and 4, both involving EQC, is that in 
altel'l1ative .} the abstracts ~ll'c pl'cpared by the EIS prepill'er nnd not EQC staff. 
Alternative 3 would have the EQC pt'cpare the Ilbstl'tlct which would pLace an additional 
burden on their small staff. 
The costs of ~pdnting the EIS Bibliogruphy CHn be broken down intn two cOIl1Donc;nts! 
1. Cost of abstl'ileting new EIS's and I'cpl'oducing and distributing the abstracts. 
2. Cost of revising the indexes Hnd repro<iueing, nnd distr'iblJting the revised 
indexes. 
Abstracting costs 
The annual costs of preparing and distribution of abstl'aets of EIS's thl1t have been 
accepted M'ter the completion of the initial data base mny be estimated, assuming there 
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are :>0 new EIS's nycHI'. Tile total :Innllnl cost of nbstl'lld updating, ns dctllilcd in Tablc 3, 
is estimated to be $800. If tile EIS prepurcr is I'cspordl>le for 11~)stI'HClin0' the cost is 
estimated to be $300. 
Index revision costs 
Assuming the indexes are revised by compllter, the nllnllal cost of revising the index 
would consist of: input ling new abstl'acts, compiling n new index, printing and distributing 
the index is estimated in Table 4. The tolal estimated annual cost for Index revision is 
estimated to be $480. 
Summary 
The total yearly cost of updating tile data base should not exceed $1,280 per year if 
prepnrers are not responsible for al)stracting their EIS's and $780 if tile EQC requires 
preparel's to abstract their ElS's. In fact, the total cost of doing the more than 320 
orie-inal EIS's was less thnn $10,000 including salaries of project tenm, abstractors, Ilnd the 
cost of computer program development, which woeks out to appl'Oxirnately $3 an abstract 
or about $1,500 fol' 50 abstracts. 
Costs usill;; mHnual methods 
The cost of manunlly updatinG' the data base is difficult to estimate. However, the 
printing cost would be approximately the same using either' method. The obstracting cost 
would be approximately the same using either method. That leaves computerized 
compilation of the indexes vs. manual methods. Subtractin,j the cost of printing and 
abstracting from the total cost by computer method would leave approximately $130 for 
computer' cost. Paying fl typist to update the duta base manually, even using a word 
processor, would be considerably highel'. 
Futut'e Stlldies 
The completion of the EIS Bibliographic Data Base should not be viewed as an end to 
the process of impl'oving access to the information gcneI'l1ted by the £IS system. We 
suggest four areas as worthy of further exploration: 
1) Evaluation of the EIS data base system after initial use. 
2) Follow up on predictions made in £IS's. 
3) Inclusion of Negative Declat'ations in the EIS data base system. 
4) Inclusion of related materials in the system. 
Evaluation of the system 
The intended purpose of the data base was to provide pJeparers nnd reviewers with 
easy access to information in £IS's so as to encourage in-hollse preparation of EIS's and 
enhance the capabilities of reviewers of £IS's. However, the actual application and 
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Tllblc 3. 
Estimates of Cost [01' Additional :\bstracts 
Abstracting: 
fl) h) 50 absts x 2 ill's/abst x $5/lu' 
Abstract typing: 
50 ubsts x 0.2 hrs/:1bstU ) x $5/hrb ) 
Xerographic copying: 
50 absts x 100 uset' copies x $.05/copyd) 
Distribution: 
Minimal, because most usel's arc state 
and county ugencies to whom copies may 
bc sent through intel'departmental mail. 
Total esti III a ted cost: 
Total estima t8>d cost if abstracting were done by 
EIS preparers 
a) Based on experience in preparing the initial data base. 
$500.00 
50.00 
250.00 
$800.00 
$300.00 
b) Costs were less when done by student helpers at the Environmental Center. 
c) Abstracting costs would be bomc by £IS prepurers in ulternative 4. 
d) Cost of xerography includes cost of paper. 
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Tnble 4. 
Estimate of cost for Index Revisions 
Input of Abstracts on Computet' Tapes 
50 absts x .20 hr/nbstH ) x $8/hrb ) 
Comput'er progt'um cost 
Compiling charges (Computer's Central Processing 
Unit (CPU) Charges) 
$256/hrd) x .10 hrse ) 
Output costO 
Xel'ographie copying 
70 pages of indcxg ) x 100 users copies x $.05/copyh) 
Total estimated cost 
$ 80.00 
O.OOc) 
25.60 
25.00 
350.00 
$480.00 
a) Based on one half the number trained keypunchers were able to do during the 
project. 
b) Based on $5.00/hr keypuncher cost and $3.00/hr computer cost using a tilne-sharing 
option (TSO). 
c) The computer programs have already been developed. 
d) Based on University of Huwaii Computing Center Charges for in-house work~ 
e) Based on the time it took to compile original indexes. 
f) Output costs were actually based on the number of lines that could be printed for 
$25. At .0004 a line for printing cost using the UB Computer Center cost figure 
62,500 lines could be printed. This would equal approximntely 962 pages of output 
which is far greater than what we estimate the number of pages for thc index, to be. 
g) Estimated ceiling for the numbcl' of pages in the index. 
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utilization of the data base may differ from the orirrinnl intent orwe it becomes availQblc. 
The Center suggests that the use of the d.1ta base be evaluated after there has been 
significant use of the system, SllY three years after its initial implementation. The 
evaluation should answer three questions: 
A. Did the data base serve its original target group? 
B. What changes should be made so it can better meet the needs of the target 
group? 
C. Are there any initially unforseen uses of the datil basc and how can the system 
be redesirrned to better meet these uses? 
The future of the data base should rest upon this cvaluation. 
Follow-up on predictions in £IS's 
An EIS collects various kinds of infol'mn tiOll on bnsoline social and physical 
conditions, make predictions of what the impacts on those conditions will result from a 
proposed action on the baseline and details of meaSUl'es tho. t will or In igllt be implemented 
to mitip,'ate the undesirable impacts. A follow-up study on the pl'edictions could yield 
information as the capo.bility of forcnsting environmental impacts and the value of the EIS 
as an informa tion document. Sevcl'al in terviewees during the users slJl'vey indicated that 
sLlch a study would be useful. With the instutution of an indexed information access 
system to previously written EIS's, the timing' of sllch a study is appropriate. The reuse of 
EIS information is based on the assumption that the information in EIS's is valid. To the 
extent that information in EIS's is incorl'eet the dat.'l. base could be responsible for 
perpetuating and extending the use of incotTect information. 
The suggested study could be carried out by selecting a representative sample of 
EIS's in Hawaii. The predictive and \mitigative measures set forth by the EIS could then be 
compared to the actllul impacts of the actions to de term ine if the pt'ediction and 
mitigation measures tool< place as stated. 
Inclusion of Negative Declarations in the Data Base 
Originally the Data Bnse Project team planned to include negative deelal'o.tions in 
the data base, Upon examining these doclllllcnts, and on the advice of sevct"t"!lllgcncy and 
private consultant representatives, negative declarations 'Nere dl'oppecl froln the data 
base. It was felt both by the project staff and interviewees that the neg:ltivc declar::ltions 
had comparatively low information value. Howevet', the feasibility of incorporating the 
negative declarations into the system silould be studied in the li[~ht of the final format of 
tile data base system. Pel'haps the rH:gativ(~ declaration could be incol"[}orated in a 
different, less intensive manner than EIS's. Tilis study could be cllrri~:d out in a shorter 
time pel'iod und at a IOWN cost than the EIS study. 
Inclusion of Rela ted Mn terio.l in the Dn t.'1 Rase 
The EIS Bibliographic Data Base might be viewed as the first in n sel'ies of steps to 
facilitate infot'lllation l'etrieval fOI' n vnriety of dO(~lIl11el1t.s that /lre lJs(~d or eould be useful 
for pl'epnl'ing EIS system docuillents. The expanded (hta base rni~ht Itsefully include 
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resourcc inventories Stich ns the U.S. i\"lny Corps of En~;in(,PI·fs ,/~!~gl~!!.~.!~~!:?rrlclll S!}!V~'y' 
of llllwuiiall Wetlands Pl'ouuced by AlluillllllHl Produetio;lS 31HJ tile U.S. Fisll unci Wildlife's 
Stream Modification In I1nwaii: Pnrt A: Statewide inv~ntorY_9f StrcHlTlsLIIabitat Factors 
find Assoeiat{;d Biota; Soil survey's by the Land Study BUl'cau and the U.S. Soil 
Conservation Servicej Rnd othel' material useful in pr'epnring £IS's. 
A study of the feasibility of including such documents in the data base would include 
setting puriuneters on the type of I1wtcrinls fOI' inclusion, find redesigning the system to 
fit the additional types of document~. Sinc(' an expan<;ion of the data bnsc would greatly 
increase the over all cost of tlw system and Cl'cLlle lIew pl'oblcms fOl' updating, the ~tudy 
should pt'ovide n revised ('ost estimate nnd recommendations for updating'. 
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